Editorial

Dear colleagues and friends,

We are thankful to you all for our fruitful collaboration in 2010 and wish you new exciting scientific achievements in the year 2011.

Starting with this issue, we initiate certain changes in editorial processing of the papers submitted to our journal. In particular, we distinguish four major scientific directions, namely, statistical physics, soft matter, solid state physics and computer modelling. Each direction is steered by a team of editors in charge. The editorial board has been enlarged to include the experts in various subfields of the above directions. You may get acquainted with the Editorial board in detail at our homepage: http://www.icmp.lviv.ua/journal/Editorial_Board.html.

Our membership in the CrossRef system, which started this year, is aimed at an increased presence of our journal in scientific informational space. Each paper will be assigned a unique classification number according to a generally accepted DOI scheme. This will make it possible to discover the original works on the Internet, to provide a linkage among them through their embedded reference citations, as well as to benefit from other online information management services. In future we are going to establish closer links with open access archives.

As usual, we plan four issues for 2011. One of them will be a special issue on complex and associated fluids dedicated to the 60th birthday of Yu. Kalyuzhnyi.

Your editorial team